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AN1332: Silicon Labs Wi-SUN Network Setup 
and Configuration 

A Wi-SUN border router connects a Wi-SUN network to other IP-
based networks, such as Ethernet®. It also manages the Wi-SUN 
mesh network connected. The border router provides services for 
devices within the Wi-SUN network, including routing services for 
off-network operations. Silicon Labs provides a border router binary 
demonstration running on a standalone EFR32 and a production-
grade Wi-SUN Linux border router. The Linux solution is composed 
of a Radio Coprocessor (RCP) image running on an EFR32 with a 
Wi-SUN stack running on a Linux host. Both devices are connected 
over a serial communication bus. 

Silicon Labs delivers the Wi-SUN System on Chip (SoC) border router demonstration only 
in a binary format. The implementation does not scale for a production-grade border router 
maintaining several thousand Wi-SUN nodes. On the other hand, Silicon Labs recom-
mends the Linux solution as a starting point for production-grade border router develop-
ment. 

 

 

KEY POINTS 

• Introduce the different Wi-SUN border 
router solutions maintained by Silicon 
Labs. 

• Provide installation instructions for a Wi-
SUN Linux border router.  

• Describe the Linux border router soft-
ware architecture. 

• Include the steps to establish a connec-
tion between a Wi-SUN network and an 
external IP network.  
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1 Introduction 

In a Wi-SUN network, the border router oversees the network management (authentication, routing, and so on) and provides internet 
connectivity to the Wi-SUN devices part of the network. 

Because of the standalone EFR32xG12 connectivity features, the Linux border router solution offers an easy-to-use and scalable solution 
to address various Wi-SUN network deployments. This implementation relies on an external Silicon Labs EFR32xG12 flashed with a 
dedicated Wi-SUN RCP firmware. As a result, the EFR32 is connected to the host with a serial link. The EFR32 runs the time constrained 
low-level layers while the Linux host handles the memory-intensive computing of the Wi-SUN stack upper-layers.  

As an accessible and well-spread Linux platform, the Raspberry Pi is used as a default platform for the solution demonstration (which 
can also run on a different Linux host). The demonstration communications and connections are described in the following figure. 

 
Figure 1.1. Wi-SUN Linux Border Router Demonstration 

To simplify the IPv6 configuration, a Docker container is available. Use of a network with IPv6 connectivity is encouraged. If IPv6 is not 
available, the Docker image will automatically switch to "local" mode. In local mode, the Docker image and the Wi-SUN nodes can reach 
themselves, but communication with the "outside world" is not possible. 

As an alternative, Silicon Labs also provides a border router demonstration running on a standalone EFR32. It provides a quicker way to 
evaluate the solution but does not scale into production.  
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1.1 Hardware Requirements 

To create a Wi-SUN Linux border router, you need the following hardware: 
• A Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ or above with an Internet connection (another Linux host should also work) 
• An SD card (4 GB or more) and SD card slot/dongle 
• 2 WTSK boards 
• 2 EFR32xG12 radio boards with matching RF bands 

1.2 Software Requirements 

You need the following software to complete the steps in this application note, you will need the following software: 
• Simplicity Studio 5 
• Raspberry Pi imager 
• wsbrd source code repository 
• Wi-SUN border router container 

 

https://www.silabs.com/developers/simplicity-studio
https://www.raspberrypi.org/software/
https://github.com/SiliconLabs/wisun-br-linux
https://github.com/SiliconLabs/wisun-br-linux-docker
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2 Silicon Labs Wi-SUN SoC Border Router 

The Wi-SUN SoC Border Router demonstration provides a Wi-SUN Border Router implementation running entirely on the EFR32. It 
provides an easy and quick means to evaluate the Silicon Labs Wi-SUN stack solution without deploying an expensive and cumbersome 
production-grade Wi-SUN Border Router. A CLI (Command-Line Interface) is exposed to facilitate the configuration. 

2.1 Getting Started With the Solution  

The Wi-SUN SoC Border Router sample creates a Wi-SUN network that the other Wi-SUN nodes can join.  

To get started with the demonstration, follow these steps: 
1. In the Debug Adapters view, select the device to be used as the Border Router. 
2. Navigate to the EXAMPLE PROJECTS & DEMOS tab and turn off the Example Projects filter. 
3. Click RUN next to the Wi-SUN – SoC Border Router project. 
4. In the Debug Adapter view, right click your chosen device, and click on Launch Console. 
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5. Start the Border Router using the following command: 

> wisun start 

2.2 Wi-SUN - SoC Border Router Solution Limitations : 

The Wi-SUN Border Router demonstration is delivered only in a binary format. The implementation does not scale for a production-grade 
Border Router maintaining several thousand Wi-SUN nodes. 

The Wi-SUN Border Router demonstration is required to use the other Wi-SUN sample applications. The Wi-SUN Border Router creates 
a Wi-SUN network that the Wi-SUN nodes can join. When part of the same network, the Wi-SUN nodes can exchange IP packets. 
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3 Silicon Labs Wi-SUN Linux Border Router 

Silicon Labs Wi-SUN Linux border router solution (“wsbrd”) provides a daemon that is responsible for running the Wi-SUN protocol high-
level layers. It is paired with an RF device (RCP) handling the low-level layers and radio activities. The Silicon Labs RCP devices currently 
supported are the EFR32FG12 and EFR32MG12. 

3.1 Software Architecture 

The Silicon Labs Linux border router solution has two distinct software components: 
• wsbrd: the solution running on a Linux host. It supports high-level Wi-SUN FAN protocols such as 6LoWPAN, RPL, and MPL. The 

solution is available in source code on GitHub: https://github.com/SiliconLabs/wisun-br-linux 
• Wi-SUN RCP: the solution running on an EFR32. It provides a low-level Wi-SUN implementation meant to be paired with a Linux host 

running wsbrd. Silicon Labs provides the Wi-SUN RCP application in the Gecko SDK and Simplicity Studio 5.  

The two solutions exchange messages using a serial link between the Linux host and the EFR32. UART is the currently supported 
protocol. The solution relies on Linux services for the IPv6 communication with external IP devices. The complete architecture of the 
solution is provided in the following figure. 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Wi-SUN Linux Border Router Architecture 

https://github.com/SiliconLabs/wisun-br-linux
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3.2 Getting Started with the Solution 

There are two ways to evaluate the Silicon Labs Wi-SUN Linux border router solution. The first one is to install wsbrd on a Raspberry Pi 
(Silicon Labs recommends this platform but you can use another Linux host if desired) and use the solution as it would be in production. 
This method allows you to access the Wi-SUN devices from the Linux host (Wi-SUN border router and the devices connected to it). 
However, there is no automatic IPv6 configuration to allow another IP device (other than the Linux host) to access the Wi-SUN network. 
You must configure the Linux host and the IP routing to match his external IP network configuration. 

The second option is to use the associated Docker container as a way to automate the IPv6 configuration. The container is provided on 
GitHub by Silicon Labs (Wi-SUN Border Router Container repository). The container includes: 
• The wsbrd daemon and its dependencies 
• An agent to flash the Wi-SUN RCP image on the EFR32 from the Linux host 
• Several modes to handle the IPv6 configuration (local, site-local, or proxy) depending on the test needs 

3.2.1 Flashing the Wi-SUN RCP 

A mandatory step to evaluate the Silicon Labs Wi-SUN Linux border router solution is to flash the Wi-SUN RCP image on an EFR32. The 
first possibility is to use the image or project delivered through Simplicity Studio 5. Create the Wi-SUN – RCP project, compile, and flash 
it in your mainboard (EFR32FG12 or EFR32MG12). To do so, complete the following steps:  
1. In the Debug Adapters view, select the device to be used as the Wi-SUN RCP. 
2. Navigate to the EXAMPLE PROJECTS & DEMOS tab and turn off the Example Projects filter. 
3. Click RUN next to the Wi-SUN – RCP project. 

 

As an alternative, you can use the Docker container feature to flash the EFR32. To do so, refer to the readme in the Wi-SUN Border 
Router Container repository. 

 

https://github.com/SiliconLabs/wisun-br-linux-docker
https://github.com/SiliconLabs/wisun-br-linux-docker
https://github.com/SiliconLabs/wisun-br-linux-docker
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3.2.2 wsbrd 

To install and run wsbrd on your hardware: 
1. Connect the EFR32 flashed with the RCP image to the Raspberry Pi through USB.  
2. Download the wsbrd software on your Linux device. 
3. Follow the guidelines provided in the repository readme (Wi-SUN Linux Border Router repository). 

When starting wsbrd and if it is running as expected, you should see the following traces output. 

 
$ sudo wsbrd -F examples/wsbrd.conf -u /dev/ttyACM0 
Silicon Labs Wi-SUN border router v1.0.0 
Connected to RCP "0.12.0" (0.12.0), API 0.12.0 
[DBG ][core]: Allocate Root Tasklet 
[DBG ][6lo ]: P.Init 
Successfully registered to system DBus 
[DBG ][core]: NS Root task Init 
[DBG ][sck ]: Socket Tasklet Generated 
[INFO][wsbs]: WS tasklet init 

In the traces, the wsbrd, RCP, and API versions are output. The wsbrd automatically checks the RCP and API versions to confirm they 
are valid and supported by the wsbrd version running. 

If the default configuration is used, a new border router is advertising a network with the name “Wi-SUN Network”. On the Raspberry Pi, 
a new IP interface is created with the name “tun0”. Here is an example of the IP configuration once wsbrd is running. 

tun0: flags=4305<UP,POINTOPOINT,RUNNING,NOARP,MULTICAST>  mtu 1500 
        inet6 fd12:3456::7c3f:f8e7:55c5:e07f  prefixlen 64  scopeid 0x0<global> 
        inet6 fe80::d0a6:c144:ad24:9b1d  prefixlen 64  scopeid 0x20<link> 
        unspec 00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00  txqueuelen 500  (UNSPEC) 
        RX packets 10  bytes 752 (752.0 B) 
        RX errors 0  dropped 0  overruns 0  frame 0 
        TX packets 3  bytes 144 (144.0 B) 
        TX errors 0  dropped 0 overruns 0  carrier 0  collisions 0 

The “tun0” interface can be natively used to interact with the Wi-SUN devices connected to the Linux border router.  

3.2.3 Docker Container 

To install and run the Wi-SUN border router Docker container on your hardware: 
1. Connect the EFR32 flashed to the Raspberry Pi through USB. 
2. Download the Docker container software on your Linux device. 
3. Follow the guidelines provided in the repository readme (Wi-SUN Border Router Container repository). 
In addition to running wsbrd, the Docker container configures the IPv6 routing depending on the mode it is used in. The container functions 
in three different modes: 
• local: The nodes will be only able to communicate with the docker instance using a random site-local prefix. 
• site_local: Advertise a random site-local prefix and run a proxy. Local workstations will retrieve an IPv6 address allowing them to 

communicate with Wi-SUN nodes. 
• proxy: Re-use the local IPv6 prefix to configure Wi-SUN nodes. 

By default, the container scans for other IP networks. If another IP network is detected, it starts in “local” mode. Otherwise, the container 
configures the routing to act in “proxy” mode. The mode can be fixed by the user when starting the Docker container (cf. container help). 

 

 

 

 

https://github.com/SiliconLabs/wisun-br-linux
https://github.com/SiliconLabs/wisun-br-linux-docker
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4 Using Co-Processor Communication Daemon with wsbrd 

4.1 Overview 

Co-Processor Communication (CPC) enables one host system to communicate with a Network co-processor device (NCP), by physical 
transport (UART, SPI, and so on). In CPC, data transfers between processors are segmented in sequential packets. Transfers are guar-
anteed to be error-free and sent in order. Multiple applications can send or receive on the same endpoint without worrying about collisions. 
A CPC daemon (CPCd) is provided to allow applications on Linux to interact with a secondary running CPC. 

For the purpose of having Silicon Labs Wi-SUN stack running in harmony with other services such as Bluetooth, ZigBee, or others on the 
same Co-Processor, Silicon Labs added support of CPCd to wsbrd. 

The next sections explain how to install and configure CPCd and wsbrd, and also how to set up an RCP with the CPC Secondary Service 
component in Simplicity Studio v5. This chapter only covers UART communication between a WSTK and Raspberry Pi.  

 

4.2 Setting up the RCP with CPC Secondary Service 

To use the Wi-SUN – RCP sample application as CPC secondary device, users should enable the Co-Processor Communication com-
ponents in the Wi-SUN – RCP project in Simplicity Studio v5.  

4.2.1 Components Installation 

After creating a Wi-SUN – RCP project, open the slcp file and select the Software Component tab. In the search box, enter ”cpc” to filter 
the components and install the following components: 

1. Install CPC Secondary – UART, enter a name for the component instance in the Create a Component Instance pop-up, and click 
Done. 

2. Install Secondary Device (Co-Processor) if it wasn’t installed automatically after installing CPC Secondary. 
3. CPC SECURITY component will be installed automatically after installing the Secondary Device (Co-Processor) component. If you 

wish to disabled security to reduce memory footprint, install CPC SECURITY NONE. 
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4.2.2 Secondary Device Configuration 

• CPC Secondary - UART Component 

After installing all the components, configure the created instance with the desired Flow control and Baud rate. Select your created 
instance in the slcp perspective, and then click Configure. 

 

In the configuration perspective, the recommended EUSART Baudrate value is 115200. Concerning the Flow Control, it is set by default 
to CTS/RTS. Silicon Labs recommends this default; do not set it to None. 

• WSTK Configuration 

The WSTK boards are factory programmed to support 115200bps with no flow control. To align the WSTK configuration with the Chosen 
component configuration, follow the next steps: 

1. In Debug Adapters, right-click your device and click Launch Console… 
2. On the console, select the Admin tab, and enter the following commands: 

serial vcom config handshake rtscts  

The following figures shows the resulting console output. 

 

After finishing these steps, you can Run your project and flash it to the device. 
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4.3 CPCd Installation and Configuration 

4.3.1 CPCd Installation 

CPCd is delivered as a CMake project. The minimum version of CMake required to generate the project is 3.10. CPCd requires MbedTLS 
to encrypt the endpoints. The minimal version required for Mbed-TLS is 2.7.0. libmbedtls-dev must be installed to compile from sources.  

Refer to cpc-deamon readme, sections Compiling CPCd and Installing CPCd and CPC library to install CPCd.  

4.3.2 CPCd Configuration 

After installing CPCd, a configuration file can be found under “/usr/local/etc/cpcd.conf”. This file can be accessed using the following 
command: 

sudo nano /usr/local/etc/cpcd.conf 

The modifications that need to be applied to this file to configure CPCd for a secured UART communication between a WSTK and 
Raspberry Pi are: 

instance_name: cpcd_0 
bus_type: UART 
uart_device_file: /dev/ttyACM0   
uart_device_baud: 921600 
disable_encryption: false  

Note that the uart_device_file and uart_device_baud values above are examples and can be changed to suit your use case. 

If the security was disabled on the secondary device by installing the CPC SECURITY NONE component, the value of disable_encryp-
tion must be set to true. 

4.4 wsbrd Configuration  

CPC is supported by wsbrd version 1.4. Make sure to update and re-build wsbrd if you are running an older version. In case of reinstalling 
wsbrd, make sure to delete the file /wisun-br-linux/CMakeCache.txt. 

In the wsbrd.conf file that can be found under “wisun-br-linux/examples”, comment-out cpc_instance and give it the same value as in-
stance_name in cpcd.conf. and comment the option uart_device. 

4.5 Launch CPDC and wsbrd 

Before starting CPCd and wsbrd, connect the RCP to your Raspberry Pi. Then you can start the CPCd using the following command: 

$sudo cpcd 
. 
. 
.. 
Info : Daemon startup was successful. Waiting for client connections 

After the line indicating that the deamon startup was successful appears in the logs, use a separate terminal to launch wsbrd using the 
command: 

sudo wsbrd -F examples/wsbrd.conf 

https://github.com/SiliconLabs/cpc-daemon/blob/main/readme.md
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5 IP Communication 

5.1 Ping Wi-SUN Devices in the Network 

This chapter provides guidelines to ping a Wi-SUN device from the Raspberry Pi running wsbrd. They assume that wsbrd has been 
configured and is running on the Raspberry Pi.  

5.1.1 Connect a Wi-SUN Node to the Border Router 

To complete the following steps correctly you need a Wi-SUN node running the Wi-SUN – SoC Ping application on the network. For 
more information, see QSG181: Silicon Labs Wi-SUN SDK Quick-Start Guide for details on how to bring-up the Wi-SUN Ping project. 

After the project is flashed and running on the Wi-SUN device, connect to the CLI interface. From this interface, retrieve the Wi-SUN 
border router IP address and the Wi-SUN node IP address by executing wisun get wisun. They are available only if the device is 
successfully connected. If this is not the case, wait for the connection process to complete. If the connection is not successful, verify the 
border router and router configurations match (network name, Wi-SUN PHY, certificates, and so on). You should get the following trace 
on the console. 

> wisun get wisun 
wisun.network_name = Wi-SUN Network 
wisun.phy_config_type = FAN 1.1 (1) 
wisun.network_size = small (1) 
wisun.tx_power = 20 
wisun.regulatory_domain = NA (1)  
wisun.operating_class = 0 (unused) 
wisun.operating_mode = 0x0 (unused) 
wisun.chan_plan_id = 1  
wisun.phy_mode_id = 2  
wisun.ch0_frequency = 0 (unused) 
wisun.number_of_channels = 0 (unused) 
wisun.channel_spacing = 100kHz (0) (unused) 
wisun.join_state = Operational (5) 
wisun.ip_address_global = fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161 
wisun.ip_address_link_local = fe80::be33:acff:fef6:3161 
wisun.ip_address_border_router = fd12:3456::86fd:27ff:fefe:55bd 
wisun.ip_address_primary_parent = fd12:3456::86fd:27ff:fefe:55bd 
wisun.regulation = none (0) 
wisun.regulation_warning_threshold = 85 
wisun.regulation_alert_threshold = 95  

The Wi-SUN border router IP address is fd12:3456::86fd:27ff:fefe:55bd (wisun.ip_address_border_router value). The Wi-SUN node IP 
address is fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161 (wisun.ip_address_global value). These IP addresses are used in the following steps to ad-
dress the devices. 

5.1.2 Check the Communication Between the Raspberry Pi and the Node 

From the same Linux terminal, ping the Wi-SUN node. 

$ ping fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161 
PING fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161(fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161) 56 data bytes 
64 bytes from fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=675 ms 
64 bytes from fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=680 ms 
64 bytes from fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161: icmp_seq=3 ttl=64 time=705 ms 
64 bytes from fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161: icmp_seq=4 ttl=64 time=925 ms 
64 bytes from fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161: icmp_seq=5 ttl=64 time=281 ms 
64 bytes from fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161: icmp_seq=6 ttl=64 time=149 ms 

This communication goes through the Linux IP interface to the communication bus. It is then received by the EFR32 running the RCP 
image and sent over the air using the Wi-SUN protocol. Finally, the packet is received by the Wi-SUN node which replies with its own 
packet. The new packet takes the same route the other way round. The latency is the accumulation of all the step durations. 

You have successfully opened an upstream communication between the Wi-SUN network and a device in the backhaul network. To go 
further, you can use this new communication link to open TCP/UDP sockets between a Wi-SUN node and the Linux host. 
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5.2 Send and Receive UDP Data: 

Assuming that you have retrieved the iPv6 addresses of the border router and the node, as explained in Chapter 3. And you have a Wi-
SUN node running Wi-SUN – SoC CLI project. You can send and receive UDP data using netcat server. 

5.2.1 Send UDP data: 

To send data, make sure to open a UDP server port on your node first, using the following command: 

wisun udp_server [port]  

And on your Linux host, use netcat command to send UDP data: 

$nc -u [Wi-SUN node IP address] [port] 

5.2.2  Receive UDP Data 

To receive data on your Linux host, open a UDP server port using netcat command: 

$nc -6 -lu [port] 

Then you can send data from your node with the following commands: 

wisun udp_client [Wi-SUN border router IP address] [port] 
wisun socket_write [Socket ID] [Wi-SUN border router IP address] [Port] [Message] 

Note that the Socket ID value, will be returned with command “wisun udp_client". 

5.3 CoAP Communication Between the Raspberry Pi and the CoAP Meter Node 

5.3.1 Get the Metering Data 

The Raspberry Pi gets CoAP metering data from the CoAP meter node using the libcoap client, if you have a node running Wi-SUN SoC 
CoAP Meter in the same network with the Linux Border Router. Follow the steps below to get CoAP metering data on your Raspberry 
Pi: 

1. Install the libcoap library. 

$ sudo apt-get install libcoap-1-0 
$ sudo apt-get install libcoap-1-0-bin 

2. From the node cli, make sure that you are connected to the network. 

> wisun get wisun.join_state 
wisun.connection_state = Operational (5) 

3. Get your node global address. 

> wisun get wisun.ip_address_global 
wisun.ip_address_global = fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161  

5.3.2 Discover the Available Resources  

The CoAP protocol supports an interoperable discovery feature. A CoAP client can request the attributes hosted by a CoAP server. In 
the case of the CoAP Meter application, the available resources can be retrieved using the libcoap GET method with the standard dis-
covery entry-point. The following command shows the sensor and LED resources. 

$ $coap-client -m get -N coap://[fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161]:5683/.well-known/core 
 
</gpio>;ct=40,</sensor>;ct=40,</gpio/led>;rt="led";if="gpio",</sensor/light>;rt="light";if="sen-
sor",</sensor/humidity>;rt="humidity";if="sensor",</sensor/temperature>;rt="temperature";if="sen-
sor",</sensor/all>;rt="all";if="sensor"  
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5.3.3 Get the CoAP Meter Sensor Data 

On your raspberry Pi, get the CoAP meter sensor data using libcoap with the following command: 

$ coap-client -m get -N coap://[fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161]:5683/sensor/all 
 
  { 
    "id": 0, 
    "temp": 28.18, 
    "hum": 46.36, 
    "lx": 512 
  }  

Each sensor data value can be retrieved alone if you specify the corresponding resource in the libcoap command. To retrieve the humidity 
value, the user can use the following command: 

$ coap-client -m get -N coap://[fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161]:5683/sensor/humidity 
 
  46.59 %  

Note that any machine that has a CoAP client and an IPv6 connectivity with the CoAP Meter node can get the metering data.  

5.3.4 Toggle the LEDs 

The libcoap PUT method allows you to toggle the CoAP Meter node LEDs remotely. Use the following command to toggle the LED0.  

$ coap-client -t text -m put -N -B 1 coap://[fd12:3456::be33:acff:fef6:3161]:5683/gpio/led -e 
"LED0%00"  
 

LED1 can also be toggled with changing the payload to “LED1%00”. 
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6 Wi-SUN Border Router GUI 

The Wi-SUN border router GUI is a companion tool for Silicon Labs' Wi-SUN border router reference design, wsbrd. The tool helps 
manage the network by enabling a remote border router configuration and provides a visual representation of the connected Wi-SUN 
devices. 

For more information about the installation of the tool and the quick start guide, refer to the wisun-br-gui repository. 

6.1 Wi-SUN Dashboard 

The Wi-SUN border router GUI provides a user interface to configure the border router by modifying the wsbrd.conf file and allows the 
user to start, restart, and stop the Wi-SUN border router service. In the same interface, the tool shows the running configuration on the 
border router (Network name, PanID, Size, Domain, Class, Mode, and the GAK/GTK Keys). 

 

6.2 Wi-SUN Topology 

The Wi-SUN Topology tool draws your implemented Wi-SUN network in the form of a graph constructed of nodes and edges linking each 
child to its parent. The tool also lists properties of each device when it is selected in a sperate box. 

 

https://github.com/SiliconLabs/wisun-br-gui
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7 Configuration and Debugging Tools 

7.1 Configuration Options 

7.1.1 Wi-SUN Linux Border Router Configuration 

wsbrd requires several configuration settings when it is launched. For convenience, Silicon Labs provides a configuration example in 
/wisun-br-linux/examples/wsbrd.conf that lists every supported configuration. Some of the configurations are mandatory, while others are 
optional. The configurations provide access to the following features: 
• Wi-SUN PHY selection (limited to the PHYs embedded in the RCP image) 
• TX output power 
• Channel restriction 
• Unicast and broadcast dwell interval durations 
• MAC address filtering 
• Channel plan configuration 

The configuration file is superseded by arguments passed to the command when launching wsbrd. 

The supported PHYs by the RCP can be listed with the following command: 

$sudo wsbrd -F /wisun-br-linux/examples/wsbrd.conf --list-rf-configs 

7.1.2 Wi-SUN SoC Border Router Configuration 

The application provides a command-line interface to control basic configurations. To see the available commands, entre the following 
command in the console: 

> wisun help 

The list of available commands is output on the console with the associated help. Wi-SUN SoC Border Router sample app supports all 
the PHYs described in Wi-SUN PHY Specification Revision 1V09. 

7.2 Interact with a Running wsbrd Instance 

7.2.1 wsbrd Command Line Interface 

wsbrd provides a command line interface to interact with the Linux border router when it is running. The interface can be used to retrieve 
configurations like the network name, Wi-SUN PHY configuration, PAN ID, GAK and GTK keys, and the IP Address. You can use the 
“wsbrd_cli status” command to view the list of configurations. For help, use the command “wsbrd_cli help”. 

$  wsbrd_cli status 
network_name: Wi-SUN Network 
domain: NA 
mode: 1b 
class: 1 
panid: 0xcd0c 
size: SMALL 
GAK[0]: c7:da:99:a1:4d:92:90:19:dc:a5:10:a4:5b:c8:26:f3 
GAK[1]: 26:1b:ac:fe:97:e5:2e:f1:3a:e5:d9:af:38:c2:0f:f3 
GAK[2]: 26:1b:ac:fe:97:e5:2e:f1:3a:e5:d9:af:38:c2:0f:f3 
GAK[3]: 26:1b:ac:fe:97:e5:2e:f1:3a:e5:d9:af:38:c2:0f:f3 
GTK[0]: 8f:d9:2f:0b:2f:f9:91:36:4e:cd:7f:29:63:22:11:0b 
GTK[1]: 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 
GTK[2]: 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 
GTK[3]: 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 
84:fd:27:ff:fe:fe:55:bd 
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7.2.2 DBus Interface 

The DBus interface can also interact with the Linux border router when it’s running and retrieve static configurations. It is also able to 
trigger actions like adding or revoking root certificates and revoking a Wi-SUN device access to the network. You can execute the com-
mand busctl introspect com.silabs.Wisun.BorderRouter /com/silabs/Wisun/BorderRouter to see the list of all the 
properties that can be retrieved with in the DBus interface. For example, to read a DBus property execute the following command: 

$ busctl get-property com.silabs.Wisun.BorderRouter /com/silabs/Wisun/BorderRouter com.si-
labs.Wisun.BorderRouter WisunNetworkName 
s "Wi-SUN Network"  

For additional information on the interface usage, refer to the busctl documentation.  

7.3 External Servers 

Silicon Labs provides external DHCPv6 and authentication servers with configuration examples to give you the possibility of managing 
your network at a large scale, and to avoid using the internal default server that is meant for an out-of-the-box experience, and doesn’t 
allow too much flexibility in configuration. 

The external DHCPv6 servers can help you unify the IPv6 routing around all your nodes, instead of having different prefixes set by each 
of your border routers. And having an external authentication server, will let you manage authentication on all your network using one 
server.    
  

https://www.freedesktop.org/software/systemd/man/busctl.html
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Wi-SUN Field Area Network connected to external servers 

Refer to Wi-SUN Linux Border Router repository Readme and follow the guidelines to use the configuration examples.  

7.4 Debugging Tools 

When wsbrd is started, it immediately outputs the traces produced by the Wi-SUN stack running in the Linux host. You can filter the traces 
using -T option with the wsbrd command. For more information, see the wsbrd online help.  

In addition to the Linux stack traces, you can retrieve the RCP debug logs using the J-Link RTT interface. To access the J-Link RTT 
interface of the EFR32, refer to UG495: Silicon Labs Wi-SUN Developer’s Guide. 

The Wi-SUN border router GUI tool also provides access to wsbrd logs. Access it by clicking Check wsbrd logs in the Wi-SUN Border 
Router Service box. 

 

https://github.com/SiliconLabs/wisun-br-linux
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8 Raspberry Pi Adapter BRD8016A 

BRD8016A is an excellent solution to build a Wi-SUN Linux Border Router on top of a Raspberry Pi, together with a Wi-SUN Radio Board 
used as the Wi-SUN device. The Wi-SUN Linux Border Router is ultimately made of 3 boards stacked together: 

• Raspberry Pi (Linux host) 

• BDR8016A (Adapter Board) 

• Radio Board (RCP: Radio Co-Processor) 

This setup is an alternative to connecting the Raspberry Pi to the Radio Board over USB via a WSTK/WPK mainboard, as initially de-
scribed in the Wi-SUN Linux Border Router README. 

8.1 wsbrd configuration 

This setup uses the Normal UART instead of UART over USB usually used with the WSTK. For the wsbrd to use the Normal UART, 
change the following option in the wsbrd.conf file: 

uart_device = /dev/ttyAMA0  

8.2 Raspberry Pi Boot Configuration 

To use the Normal UART by the Raspberry Pi, change the configuration in `/boot/config.txt`. Because of the way Raspberry Pi 3 and 4 
are wired, to get a good UART clock, it is required to disable Bluetooth and use GPIOs 14 and 15 for /dev/ttyAMA0, as it is on older 
RPis (see https://www.raspberrypi.com/documentation/computers/configuration.html#configuring-uarts for details). To achieve this, the 
following changes need to be added at the end of `/boot/config.txt`: 

[all] 
dtoverlay=disable-bt 
enable_uart=1 

It is required to reboot the Raspberry Pi following such changes: 

sudo reboot   
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After rebooting your Raspberry Pi, follow these steps to enable shell messages on the serial connection and disable the login shell over 
serial: 

• Open Raspberry Pi configuration GUI: 

  sudo raspi-config 

• Select  “3 Interface Options    Configure connections to peripherals"  
• Select “I6 Serial Port   Enable/disable shell messages on the serial connection” 
• Answer “No” to the question “Would you like a login shell to be accessible over serial?” 
• Answer “Yes” to the question  “Would you like the serial port hardware to be enabled?”    
• Choose to reboot your Raspberry Pi 

Now that the Raspberry Pi is configured, connect the RCP to the adapter and start wsbrd.  

Note that the switch on the adapter (BRD8016A) must be on High Power (LDO) to use 5V from the Raspberry Pi to generate a regulated 
3.3V supply. 
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